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Video 1 How to set-up your charts Im going to show you how to set your charts up to slap neon signs on

your high value setups. This is your foundational first step in building this method, and its the rock on

which youll build the huge success to come. Video 2 Trade Direction Ill walk you through a super-simple

method for determining trade direction and the strength of each move. And to save even more of your

time I show you how to do this in a matter of a few seconds. Video 3 Trade Triggers I like to keep my

setups brain-dead simple so I dont have to sweat to spot them. In this video, I cover exactly what triggers

us into these powerful trades. No more half-baked trade triggers here, just those with the greatest

potential for success. Video 4 Your Stop I show you a shortcut for setting your protective stop, that

requires almost no thought at all. Plus, I show you how to move your stop when necessary. This is

risk-management in its most elegant and effective form. Video 5 The Magic Rule Set Any killer method

employs a set of easy-to-follow and well thought out rules. This is no different. These rules are ruthlessly

effective at preventing loss, maximizing profit and avoiding whip. Easy to follow these rules give you a

framework you can lean on for the long haul. Video 6 Common Traps Ive already traded this simple and

straightforward method long enough to see a pitfall coming a mile away! When you follow the rules I lay
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out you shouldnt have any trouble at all. But its always good to know the risks youre avoiding. Video 7

Perfect Storm Profits I show you how I monitor my main FOREX pairs so I can successfully manage

between 5 and 10 trades at a time. If 7 pairs are lining up AT THE SAME TIME like they frequently do,

the step-by-step process Ill share lets you fearlessly max-out these perfect storm profit opportunities!

What Will You Receive After Purchase ? Manual: .pdf Videos: All Videos 7 videos will be sent out to you

instantly
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